Amherst May Be Smarter Than Us, But... 
...They’re probably also better at football

TAU IOTA TAU AND ADMINISTRATION TEAM UP TO KILL SMALL MINORITY SOCIETIES

Comments Dean Thompson: “We just had too many opportunities for students of color” By Mr. Henry-Smith ’15 and Mr. Kennedy ’14

DUTCH FOR A STRONGER GREEK LIFE

(BRD ROOM) In an email to the Hamilton College student body, Dean of Students Nancy Thompson confirmed proposed changes to Greek life last Thursday. At the crux of the policy shift is a new partnership between the campus’ largest Greek organization—the Tau Iota Tau local sorority—and the College Administration. Both parties heralded the alliance and were excited to begin their mission of dismantling the three Greek life options traditionally available for minority students.

TIT junior Sarah Waterford expressed her eagerness to attract more minority students a year when smaller minority societies cannot add new members. “Between my sisters and the cocaine, there’s already plenty of whiteness in this sorority. It will be great to add some color to this rich, rich tapestry.”

At the end of the 2012-13 school year, the sisters of TIT voted 213-207 to start pledging more

TOUR GUIDE CANNOT STOP SHARING FUN FACTS

“Blue paper is a sign of insecurity in one’s wit!” By Mr. Johnson ‘14

THE MORE YOU KNOW DEPT.

(MCEWEN; DID YOU KNOW THE ROCK SWING THERE WAS A JOINT PROJECT BETWEEN AN ART MAJOR AND A PHYSICS MAJOR DECades AGo?) The campus was initially amused and soon irritated last Friday when Hamilton tour guide Michelle Letterman ’16, apparently amused and soon irritated last Friday when Hamilton tour guide Michelle Letterman ’16, apparently overstimulated after an eight tour streak, became totally unable to keep herself from sharing interesting bits of knowledge.

“I don’t really mind it,” she said. “At least it’s not something serious; after all, the Health Center only boasts a 14% success rate and somehow suggests cough drops in 12 out of every 10 cases. Plus my new knack for starting interesting conversations means I get hit on at parties a lot less!”

Numerous complaints have arisen about the fire-

HOSE OF INFORMATION POURING OUT OF Michelle’s mouth like tuition money from our parents’ pockets.

“In class today, Michelle mentioned that while many believe World War II was our nation’s bloodiest war, the Civil War actually had more casualties any other conflict.” History Professor Eric Bjornsson complained. “While true, that fact was not fun in any way whatsoever. Secondly, considering the class was on the economic history of Iceland from 930 to 1814. It was really just weird she shared it at all.”

Michelle’s sullen boyfriend, Jim Fredrick ’15, agreed that the change has been frustrating, citing a poorer sense of timing on her part. “Did you know that the French both popularized blowjobs in modern Western society, and still receive them the most regularly today? You’ll never guess when she decided to share THAT one.”

HAMILTON REQUIRES CITATIONS FOR LITERALLY EVERYTHING

Students now required to provide full medical history and more for essays

By Mr. Burns ’17

SOURCE OF ALL WISDOM DEPT.

(THIE WRITING CENTER, CURRENTLY ON FIRE) The Hamilton College campus is in an uproar over what are widely viewed as extreme changes to the Honor Code. Students are now required to credit their mother and father for giving them the ability to think, as well as any past experiences that may have contributed to the making of the essay.

“I had to credit my kindergarten teacher on my last essay because she was the one who taught me the alphabet,” Nathan Landry ’14 said. “I also had to credit my rabbi and that one time my cousin Tommy showed me porn for the first time for shaping my worldview.”

Such incidents, in which students are forced to disclose minute details on their private lives, have become commonplace as professors have cracked down on those who do not provide comprehensive citation pages.

“One of my professors gave me an X because I failed to credit the maker of the bottle of wine my mother and father drank on the night of my conception,” Sally Martin ’14 said. “I think the citations are getting too personal.”

“This new honor code system is necessary because in today’s world of internet research it is harder to know who is the true author of an idea,” President Joan Hinde Stewart said. “Asking students to cite information they couldn’t possibly know will be a valuable learning experience for them.”

Students are going to extreme measures to make their citation pages complete. “I had to go back to the beginning of time to credit the source of all life, and yet I still didn’t receive a passing grade because I failed to credit the factory that manufactured the Red Bull I was drinking while writing my essay,” Joanna Crichton ’16 said from the time machine she built in order to track down sources for her Greek Classics essay. “You can’t do anything to please these professors.”

The policy has become so strict that the school board has chosen to shut down the Duel Observer because of this author’s failure to list his discovery that Santa does not exist as a defining experience for him.

Tour Guide's Fun Facts

- Dolphins can survive for 10 minutes out of water.
- Chris Brown is a big fan of Pokemon.
- The musical Hell is for Real had a high probability of success.
- Santa does not exist as a defining experience for him.

In this issue: Find the narcotics officer!
Changes to the Birnie Bus Jitney service on weekends are as follows:

- In addition to driving students to house parties, the Birnie drivers now offer the option of driving students to their drug deals in Utica. Just as long as it’s not bath salts. Hell no.
- Birnie hopes to expand its business into the “Party Bus” scene, and is excited to announce that it is now fully licensed to serve alcohol. Look for an email about this new addition to the social space lottery, and about Birnie-specific social host training. This will include, but is not limited to, lessons on how to clean vomit off of seat covers, how to clean vomit off of the bus floor, and how to clean vomit out of the AC unit.
- Brand new flat screen TVs have been installed in the bus, so that on those quiet nights on your way DT, you can watch Blue Mountain State reruns and get excited for a good night of excessive drinking and bad pool at the bar.
- Birnie bus got rims. Check that shit out yo. They look fly.
- There is now a bed in the back row of the Birnie bus. Birnie Buses wanted to offer a safe space for those passengers who otherwise would have passed out on the floor. And for sex. Or lonely masturbation.
- A stripper pole has been installed in the middle of the bus. The stripper pole is largely aimed to attract drunk frat boys with an over-inflated sense of their sexual prowess and attractiveness.
- Last, but certainly not least, the Birnie Bus will now be equipped with massage chairs.

President Joan Hinde Stewart got to take a tour of the new weekend bus, and particularly enjoyed the massage chairs. She has put in legislation to officially change the name of the Jitney to “Small Schools Party Hardest, Bitch” Bus. We will keep you posted on the progress. Otherwise, get excited for a ratchet weekend guys!

Much love,
IT’S JITNEY, BITCH.

Posted by Ms. Carwell '14